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Insightful personal interviews with London's creative game-changers, in combination with stylish photography and
a cleanly aesthetic layout
25 interviews that provide insight into their innovative and visionary businesses
"There's a strong belief, now more than ever, that creativity really has the potential to change the world, and that only
innovative thinking can tackle some of the world's biggest challenges." - Senta Slingerland As one of the most diverse
and admired cities in the world, London is a playground for creative people, entrepreneurs and innovators. This book
portrays the people who are changing the way Londoners move around and go out; what they eat, drink and read; and
how they are coiffed, dressed and entertained. Discover how Asif Khan is inspiring a new future for architecture in the
city, how Josh Cole is getting the Jewish queer scene dancing, and how Honey Spencer is converting us to drinking
natural wines. Read about how Petra Barran is making the streets of London taste better and how Fabien Riggall is
reinventing the way we experience cinema. Get to know the people who are making London one of the most interesting
cities in the world. City Shapers London is the must-have book for those who want to change the rules of the game or
learn from the influencers who did it before them.
Senta Slingerland is a Strategy and Creative Consultant based in London. She was the Head of Creative & Digital and
Director of Brand Strategy at Cannes Lions, co-wrote Game Changers - 60 Years Cannes Lion (Taschen Books) and was
the founder of SeeltBelt and Head of Mesa & Cadeira Europe.
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